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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
#MeToo movement affects after the court rejects
workplace sexual harassment case: In 2018, Zhou Xiaoxuan
came forward boldly to hold the TV host Zhu Jun accountable
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for sexually harassing her in 2014. Seeing this, many women
came forward to share their stories on social media. However,
last year, the court rejected her case on the grounds of lack of
evidence supporting workplace sexual harrassment. This
Wednesday, her last appeal was rejected again. This has
created a blowback to the #MeToo movement in China.
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DYX banned after criticizing traditional cure to COVID 19:
DXY, a popular online health platform, which criticizes the
government’s COVID policies, was censored by the authorities
on grounds of violating laws and regulations. It has
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questioned the impact of a traditional medicine which can
treat Covid-19. The government had accepted the medicine
which consisted of honeysuckle and apricot seeds but an
article by DYX questioned its use. The article has been banned
from the website. The social media accounts of DYX has been
freezed as a result of this.

NEWS IN CHINA
After US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan last
week, tensions between the mainland and Taiwan have
heightened. Beijing is attempting at targeting the proindependence leaders and blocking the trade. It has halted
the imports of citrus fruits and processed food, and banned
the export of natural sand. The economic blockade is likely
to disrupt trade and affect the semiconductor industry.
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